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FOREWORD

The series of papers, "Nuclear Notes," prepared by the US Army
Nuclear and Chemical Agency is intended to clarify and explain various
aspects of nuclear weapons phenomenology and usage. These papers are
prepared in as nontechnical a fashion as the subject matter permits.

They are oriented toward an audience assumed to be responsible for
teaching or in some way evaluating the tactics and techniques of
employing nuclear weapons in a conflict situation. The dissemination of
these Nuclear Notes will hopefully provide to the US Army accurate,
up-to-date information of importance in understanding the use of nuclear I
weapons on the battlefield.

The authors of the original version of this paper were CPT Martin L.
Bowling and CPT Steven W. Ader (1974) of the US Army Nuclear Agency.
Revising authors are MAJ Joe A. Sims, Jr. and SP5 Anthnony V. P-rtr.e

e -ency. The paper reflects
he geealphilosophynd methodology used intin-e Quadripartite

St-oudardization Agreement (QSTAG) 244, Nuclear Survivability Criteria for
Military Equipment (reference 1). Comments and views of readers are I
deired and should be forwarded to: Coinander, US Army Nuclear and
Chemical Agency, 7500 Backlick Road, Bldg. 2073, Springfield, VA 22150.

This paper supersedes Nuclear Notes Number 2, October 1974.',
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The US Army Nuclear and Chemical Ageucy reco mends that issues of
Nuclear Notes be retained and filed in a loose leaf binder. Current
issues are:

Nuclear Notes Number I - The Electromagnetic Pulse (EMP), June 1974

Nuclear Notes Number 2 - The Army Nuclear Survivability Program,
January 1980 (Revised)

Nuclear Notes Number 3 - The New Nuclear Radiation Casualty Criteria,

May 1975

Nuclear Notes Number 4 - Nuclear Blackout of Tactical Communications,
August 1976

Nuclear Notes Number 5 Rainout, December 1976

Nuclear Notes Number 6  A Primer on Nuclear Weapons Capabilities,
June 19771

Nuclear Notes Number 7 - Collateral Damage, April 1978

Nuclear Notes Number 8 - Armored Vehicle Shielding Against Radiation,

May 1979

Local reproduction and distribution are authorized; however,
headquarters that do so are requested to maintain a record of internal
distribution so that changes, up-dates, and corrections may be properly
disseminated.
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THE AURM NUCLUR SURVIVABILITY PROGRAM

WHY HAVE THE PROGRAM?

The different nature of the tactical nuclear battlefield requires a
unique approach toward insuring equipment survivability. In recognition
of this fact, the Army Nuclear burvivability Program ws established to
insure that developmental items of critical Army equipment will be able

to operate effectively on the nuclear battlefield.1  The objectives of
this program are to identify developmental items that will be critical to
mission performance in a nuclear conflict, establish mission related and
cost effective nuclear suk ivability design criteria, incorporate nuclear
hardness by design of the equipment, test the equipment against the
specified criteria, and maintain the nuclear hardness during production
and deployment.

WHAT IS NUCLEAR SURVIVABILITY?

Nuclear survivability is the capability of a system to perform its
defined functions after exposure to specified levels of nuclear weapon
effects. The criteria for nuclear survivability are those specified
levels of nuclear weapon effects which a given system must survive. The
criteria depend on the system itself, its location on the battlefield,
the yields of nuclear weapons likely to be employed near its location,
the relationship of the operating personnel to the equipment, and the
mission of the unit using the system.

WHAT IS THE PHILOUOPHY?
The philosophy, of the Nuclear Survivability Program is to insure that

equipment survives whenever enough of the personnel required to operate

the equipment remain combat effective. It is important to note that the
equipment is not being made survivable to protect the operating
personnel, as shown in Figure 1.

gDW DOES IT WORK?

Equipment and personnel survivability is dependent upon the distance
from the point of nuclear detonation (or ground zero), as seen in Figure
2. As a practical matter, the closer to ground zero that the equipment
is expected to survive, the more severe are the nuclear environments toSwhich the equipment will be exposed. The more @ever,& the environments,

the greater the costs, and the greater the technological impacts on
continuing efforts to meet required operational characteristics. For
example, it is desirable to make sophisticated communications equipment,
which is critical to effective command and control and frequently
configured in truck-moun'ed shelters, as survivable as possible.
However, excessive nuctea- survivability requirement levels would
probably increase costs b requiring more highly sophisticated components
and could significantly degrade mobility by increasing weight. As shown
in Figure 3, the concept of providing the Army with nuclear survivable•

equipment must preclude over-designing the equipment to the point where
it can survive the nuclear environment but can no longer operate "n the I
manner for which it wes originally intended. It is also not feasible to
expect equipment that sustains a direct hit to survive. Therefore, a
methodology is required that will provide rational, meaningful, and
achievable levels of nuclear survivability c iteria. Analysis has
indicated that an initial optimal goal for equipment survivability is to
design and build the equipment so that it will survive those levels of
effects at which the minimum number of crew members needed to operate the
equipment will rtmain combat effective for up to several days.

IThe Department of the Army approved policy on the Army Nuclear
Survivability Program may be found in AR 70-60 (reference 6).
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LET'S GET IN THE TENT -- IT'LL
SURVIVE NUCLEAR EFFECTS SO WE'll
BE SAFE THERE.
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Mm1 NUCLEAR PROTECTOR
(CANTEEN)

CHARACTERISTICS:

MATERlAL-LEAI WEIINT-100 LBS

CIST4~188 OS

L FIGURE 3*- OVER PROTECTED?

7 OUINPUEUT AND NUCLIAR WEAPON
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FIGURE 4 - GENERATION OF BALANCED SURVIVABILITY CRITERIA
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NDV AlE CAITIRIA DETIERMINED?

Nuclear survivability criteria are developed by using the above logic
to relate personnel casualty categoriee to the equipment that is to be

made survivable. The results of these relationships are equipment
vulnerability categories. Thes categories depend on operational and
deplo,~ent factors, particular nuclear weapon effects, and the degree of
personnel protection that the equipment inherently provides. tech of
these categories may be represented by drawing curves of constant
casualties as a function of range from ground eroe and weapon yield.
These curves are called isocasualty curves. The weapon yield spectrum of
potential enemy use. is superimposed on the isocesualty curves to

deteraine the threat constrained governing isocasualty curve. This
curve is used to predict the predominant nuclear weapon effects for the
given spectrum of weapon yields. Figure 4 illustrates this procedure
schematically. The discussion which followe describes the procedure in
detail.

W•UAT ARE THIE PhlSOMIXL CASUALTY EFFECTS CONSIDZRED?

Man is vulnerable to the nuclear radiation (neutrons and lama rays),
thermal radiation, and air blest effects of a nuclear detonation.
Another effect, Lhe electromagnetic pulse (IN?), 2 exists but only
affects certain types of equipment, and uot men. Each of these effects,
except ENP, can create personnel casualties depending on the effects
lc-.els and the particular operational situation (e.g., the degree of
protection that personnel may receive from operating in a foxhole, or
tracked or wheeled vehicle). Based on a detailed analysis of the
biomedical aspects of nuclear weapon effects on personnel, the following
categories of casualty effects to personnel are considered to be the most
dominant and predictable for use in the development of nuclear
survivabilicy criteria:

3

Immediate transient incapacitation (ITI) to personnel from

initial nuclear radiation. ITI is a temporary condition
where personnel perform at 50Z or less of their
preirrediation performance level. It occurs within 5
minutes after sufficient nuclear radiation is received and
can last for 30-45 minutes.

Second degree burns under chemical protective overgarment.

Injuries (producing combat ineffectiveness) due to blast

induced foxhole collapse.

Severe lune damage to foxhole occupants due to blast effects.

Injuries due to blast induced moderate 11 damage to
vehicles.

Injuries due to blast induced vehicle overturn (on back).

Injuries due to solid impact of translated prone personnel.

7A general discussion of EN? is available in reference 4.
3
Referetaces 2 and 3 offer a detailed study of personnel risk and

casualty criteria.
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As previc.4sly di•cuased, the basic philosophy for the development of I
nuclear survivability criteria is that equipment should be made
sutrvivable to those levels where the minimum number of crew msibrs N
required to operate the equipment remain combat effective. This requires
that the above casualty-producing catetorie, for personnel be related
both to the particular item of equipmrat and degree of personnel
protection. The vulnerability categories which relate items of equipment
and degree of personnel p.otection arem

Personnel and equipment to be made survivable are both
exposed to the free-field nuclear effects environment.

Personnel and equipment are thermally protected in wheeled
or tracited vehicles, or in coimunicitions-electronics (C-9)
shelters.

Equipment is exposed and personnel are thermally protected
in wheeled or tracked vehicles, or C-E shelters.

Personnel and equipment are in foxholes, or personnel .are
in foxholes and equipment is exposed to the free-field
nuclear effects environment.

Pfrsonnel are exposed to the free-field nuclear effects
environment and equipment is thermally protected in wheeled
or tracked vehicles, or C-S shelter&.

HDW ABOUT VM EXAMPLE?

The particular vulnerability category which is applicable for a new
item of equipment will determine which personnel casualty effect or
effects are of principal concern. For example, it the item of equipment
to be mada survivable is a communications device located inside a
truck-mounted C-8 shelter, the pertinent casualty producing effects to
the operating crew (also located inside the shelter) will be irnediate

K 9transient incapacitaLion from radiation and injuries due to blast induceJ

loderste I deamge to wheeled vehicles. (It is assumed that if theS~vehicle is moderately demaged or overturned on back, the crew members in

the vehicle and shelter will become cembat ineffective.) Burns are not
considered as a casualty-producing mechanism in this example because theS~shelter wells waill protect the crew members from thermal radiation.|

Those dominating personnel casualty affect& can then be graphed as a
function of yield and rang from ground zero in order to produce a

governing isocasualty curve.
HDW ABOUT ANOTHER EXAMPLE?

t Figures 5 through 7 illustrate the relationship between personnel
S casualty effects and the generation of nuclear survivability criteria.

Consider, for example, that a proposed now backpack radio is to be made
survivable for use at battalion and lower levels. The vulneiability
category for this item of equipment is "personnel and equipment both
exposed to the free-field nuclear effects environment." The casualty
categories for exposed personnel which are of interest are immediate
transient incapacitation, second degree burns under chemical protective
overgervent, and injuries due to blast induced solid impact of translated
prone personnel. These casualty categories are graphed in Figure S as a
function of weapon yield and distance from ground sero to which this type
of casualty mechanism can be expected. Figure 6 shoW the range-yield
combinations (diagonal shaded area) of Figure 5 at which personnel can be

expected to become casualties. The upper boundary of this shaded area
(shcwn by the dark boundary line in Figure 6) is designated as the
governing isocasualty curve and signifies the points at which the
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Personnel will Just remain cOat effoctive. The basic principle of
nuclear survivability (i.e., the equipment should survive whenever the
minimu mauer of the crew mebers required to operate the equipment
remain combat effective) deman•s that the item of equipment be desiqnod
to survive the maclear effects associated with the governing isocasualty
curve in figure 6.

since the item of equipmemt is to be used only At battalion and lower
unit levels, the 7lear threat probably will not include excessivwlv
large nuclear yie.ds. A hypothetical spectrum of thteat yields for this
item of equipment has been superipoeed on Figure 6 and is showm in
Figrse 7 by the virtical dotte*A lines. Once the threat spectrum is
applied to the governing isoceauelty curve, the curve Is redesignated as
the threat const•ained governing isocasualty curve, since it represents

t those points at vhich sufficient personnel will remain coambt effective
and at ihich equipment should be designed to survive based on the
"expected threat yield spectrum Balanced nuclear survivability criteria I
for air blast, initial nuclear radiation, thermal radiation, and IMP
parameters are then calculated4 at each of the yield-range points along
the threat constreined governing isocasualty curve in Figure 7. The
maximm values of these parameters are specified as the nuclear I
survivability criteria for the proposed backpack radio.
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FIGURE 7-THEAT CONSTRAINEI SOVERNING ISICASUALTY CURVE
FIN IEVELIPNMNT OF NUCLEAR SURVIVABIUTY CRITERIA

WThese calculations are normally performed by the US Army Nuclear and
Chemical Agency using a variety of computer codes. The cri~teria can also
be determined manually, however, by using reference 1.
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The nuclear survivability criteria mst now be used in the materiel
acquisitiont proeiss. It is neither inttended nor necessary t•hat all
developumotel item of equipmet be "As nuclear survivable. The

decision as to whether or not nlear survivability is a required
operational characteristic to suds by the proponent combat developer by

answering the following questionat

Will the item of equipmant be used on the nuclear battlefield?

Is the item of equipment critical to mission accomplishmeat in a
nuclear conflict?

Does the item of equipment e*tist In eufficient quantities for
timely replacement of damaged items?

After the proponent combat developer has considered these questions
(based on intended use, criticality, and replacement availability), a
8tatement of the need for nuclear survivability is made in the
requirements document. Once the decision is made to include the
requirement for niulear rurvivability in this document, the combat
developer requests nuclear survivability criteria from the US Army
Nuclear and Chemical Agency for inclusion in the Outline Acquisition
Plan. These criteria am incorporated into this and key documents that
lead up to th-s plan such as the concept formulation pac%,age and the
appropriate tort plans. The equipment is then desianed and tested to the
levels stated

WHAT It TU1 eMBAIR SURVIVABILITY CRITtRIA CANNOT X ACHIOW t

The initial balanced nuclear survivability criteria specified in the
Outline Acquisitiov Plan are both rationsi and meaninagful, but still may
not be sacievable because of complex technological deaign considerations,
operational degrdodtion (e.g., increased weight resulting in decreased
nobility), and expense.

If this is the case, then the criteria must be modified. However,
this cannot be determined for an item of equipment prior to the
development cycle. In other wcrds, until the developing contractor
actually attempts to reach the levels specified, he cannot tell how much
it is going to cost or how difficult it will be to reach that level.

Should one of the specified levels require modification, soea of theremaining levels may have to be modified to maintain the proper balanced

relationship of weapon effects. In order to accomplish this process, the
developer must answer two questions: first, %hnL levels can be mer, and
secondly, what the cost (dollar and operational) versus hardness
trAdes ffs are.

At this point, the materiel developer must request a waiver in
accordance with AR 70-60 from the Nuclrar Survivability Committee. This
committee is the only authority empowered to modify nuclear survivability
criteri&a the materiel dvveloper does not have thlis authority. Pot,
further informtion on the procedure for modifying criteria, contact the
US Army Nuclear and Chemical Agency, 7500 Backlick Road, Bldg 2073,
Springfield, VA 22150.

2 A general discussion of considerations in determining what

should survive is available in reference 6.
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To insure that the Army Nucl. Survivability Program is successful,
all of the following precept* must he strictly observedt

Nutlear aurvlv.ability criteria are developed for materiel and not
for personmel.

Nuclear survivability criteria are based on the philosophy that
the equipment should survive whenever enough of the personnel
required to operate the equipment remain combat effective.

Nuclear survivability criteria for equi,,ment are based on the j
levels of effects that are associated with personnel casualties
and the personnml-equipment relationship.

Nuclear survivability criteria consist o! nuclear weapon effects
parameters (i.e., initial nuclear radiation, air blest, thermal
radiation, and DIP) which are balanced to the threat constrained
(system sperific) governing isocasualty curve.

The need, or lack of need, f3r nuclear survivability mist be

stated in the requirements document.

The criteria provided for the Outline Acquisition Plan are theI. initial balanced criteria and may have to be refined due to
technical, operational, or economic reasons.

Tradeoff analyses of initial balanced ;riteris should be
conducted from a balanced nuclear survivability standpoint.

Requests for waivers of nuclear survivability criteria maust
be addressed to the Nuclear Survivability Committee in accordance 4

with AR 70-60.

WHAT IS THE STATUS AND WHIAT IS EXPECIhD?

The Army Nuclear Survivability Program, which originated acme years
ago, wes elevated to the mainstream of equipment development activities
by the issuanze of AR 70-60, Sep 1977. To date, there are few systems
that have been fielded vith balanced nuclear survivability. There are a
large number of developmental systems, however, that currently have
nuclear survivability criteria in their design specifications and are
being designed to survive on the battlefield. in addition, nuclear
survivability retrofit is being given to a limited number of already
fielded systems. The ramification of this "gearing up" of the Army
Nuclear Survivability Program is that the current generation of equipment
associated with the force structure will be mixed with respect to nuclear
survivability. It is conceivable that nuclear survivable equipment may
be temporarily dependent on unhardened equipmeat for effective system
operation. By understanding and supporting this program, however, you
will help insure the nuclear survivability of future equipment so that
the evolving Army is able to operate 0ffectively in a nuclear environment.
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